1964 pontiac tempest gto

Motor Trend's 50th anniversary celebration continues this month with a look back at our first
encounter with the original American Musclecar, Pontiac's '64 Tempest GTO. Check out key
happenings that took place in August during the past half century and revisit , the year Carroll
Shelby created a hot V-8 version of Dodge 's midsize Dakota pickup, and we got our first drive
in the Corvette ZR Plus, you'll discover some of the earliest European car ads that appeared in
MT, and you'll learn who drove the first rear-engine car to victory in a major U. Be sure to pick
up next month's issue, our gala 50th anniversary special, with 75 extra pages of fast cars,
crazed people, and untold stories. This year, they've gone one better. GTO Tempests use a
special camshaft and valve lifters, while the The "" engine isn't the only thing that makes a
Tempest into a GTO. Pontiac has wisely made this a complete performance package by
including such goodies as stiffer suspension with specially valved shock absorbers, dual
exhaust, and special 14x6-inch wheels fitted with red-stripe premium nylon cord low-profile
tires. Our best run netted zero to 30, 45, and 60 mph in a wheel-spinning, rubber-burning 3. The
hot Tempest turned the quarter mile in Keeping your foot on the floorboard sends the optimistic
speedometer past the mph mark into the never-never area on the dial even though the true top
speed is only Gone are the Tempest's rear-mounted transaxle and curved driveshaft. In their
place is a more conventional layout of engine and transmission up front. Cornering felt stable
without excessive body lean or understeer. The car had good balance and a tremendous
amount of reserve power that would blast the car out of any turn in good order. Cautious
cornering was necessary, however, because a quick punch at the accelerator in any gear except
fourth would break the rear wheels loose and send the back end into a drift. Our GTO Tempest
was quite a car. Not only did it have gobs of brute horsepower, but looked well built and had
luxurious, comfortable, all-vinyl interior. In addition, it rode and handled as a high-performance
car should. The Mazda Miata also appeared in '89 and would go on to be one of the only
successful sports cars of the '90s. By '89, carburetors were nearly gone and the talk of the
automotive world was sequential fuel injection and high revving, overhead cam engines. The
Euro Invasion BeginsJapanese marques have owned the lion's share of import auto sales in
America for the better part of three decades; but back in the '50s, it was a host of noble
Europeans who pioneered those first transoceanic marketing efforts. That's not a misprint in
the M-B ad, by the way. At the time, Mercedes had an exclusive U. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Motor Trend Staff Words. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. This is where
it began: a midsize automobile with a big, high-power V-8 marketed as an integrated
high-performance package -- the very definition of the muscle car. Roughly translated, it means
a production grand touring machine sanctioned for competition. Pontiac hoped to sell 5, '64
GTOs; it sold 32, The Goat, as it was affectionately dubbed, generated a cult following and sent
rivals scrambling to come up with similar machines. To create an engine worthy of its original,
Pontiac fortified the with a high-lift cam and the cid V-8's high-output heads. The GTO had bhp
with the standard Carter four-barrel. About 8, of the cars were ordered with the extra-cost
Tri-Power setup -- three Rochester two-barrels -- and were rated at bhp. Both versions had The
standard three-speed manual and optional four-speed used Hurst linkages; a two-speed
automatic also was optional. A thick front sway bar, heavy-duty shocks, stiffened springs, and
high-speed inch tires were included. The sporting attitude carried over inside, where all GTOs
got bucket seats and an engine-turned aluminum instrument surround. Four-barrel Goats
typically ran mph in about 7. Tri-Power GTOs were consistently quicker and added
immeasurably to the car's mystique. Return to Classic Muscle Cars Library. A convertible,
hardtop, and this pillared coupe were offered. See more muscle car pictures. The GTO's cid mill
used a four-barrel carb or this hot triple two-barrel setup. Bucket seats were standard in the
Tempest GTO. A woodgrain steering wheel, center console, Hurst-shifted four-speed manual,
and simulated wire wheel covers were among the Goat's factory options. Pontiac ignited the
classic muscle car era with a stroke of marketing genius. See profiles, photos, and
specifications of Pontiac muscle cars. Muscle cars came in many shapes and sizes. Here are
features on more than muscle cars , including photos and specifications for each model. Muscle
cars created their own culture. To learn about it, read How Muscle Cars Work. Cougar pulled out
of Mustang's shadow with the striped and spoilered Mercury Cougar Eliminator. Beep, beep!
Make way for one of the baddest muscle cars of all time, the Plymouth Road Runner Hemi. The
Pontiac Firebird Trans Am combined sports-car handling and muscle car power. The engine is
what gives a muscle car its flamboyant personality. To learn everything you need to know about
car engines, see How Car Engines Work. Muscle cars wouldn't have much muscle without
horsepower -- but what exactly is horsepower? How Horsepower Works answers that question.
Are you thinking of buying a muscle car, or any other car? Related Content " ". Pontiac Division
of General Motors has a reputation for building cars that appeal to the younger generation
interested in performance as well as luxury. Pontiac closed out holding third place in the sales

race. Their popular personal car, the Grand Prix, was back-ordered most of the sales year. And
now Tempest offers a new model that looks enough like the Grand Prix to pass for its little
brother -- it's called the Tempest G. Last year, Tempest offered a big, cubic-inch V-8 for their
performance-minded customers, and it was an immediate hit-both on the street and drag strips.
This year they've gone one better-the G. Tempests also use a special camshaft and valve lifters,
while the The "" engine isn't the only thing that makes a Tempest into a G. Pontiac has wisely
made this a complete performance package by including such goodies as stiffer suspension
with specially valved shock absorbers, a seven-blade, inch fan complete with cut-off clutch,
dual exhaust system, special inch wheels with six-inch-wide rims fitted with red-stripe premium,
nylon-cord, low-profile tires , and a l 0. In addition to all this, special trim and identification
medallions tell onlookers this is a "G. Twin fake airscoops adorn the hood of the G. We actually
drove two G. One was a pre-production model that didn't have the stiffer suspension options. It
left us with the feeling that, like love and marriage, a heavy-duty suspension and a powerful
engine go together-you shouldn't have one without the other. Our first and lasting impression of
the Tempest was one of more-than-adequate power. Add to this the wonderfully quick, precise
shifts from the all-synchromesh gearbox, fitted with a sturdy Hurst shift linkage, and we could
tell that here was a real automobile. Our performance testing at Riverside only confirmed our
first impression. Weighing in at over pounds and with two Motor Trend staff members and our
equipment on board, our first acceleration run left our photographer standing in a huge cloud of
blue rubber smoke, looking at a long, black strip on the pavement. Second-gear starts weren't
much different -- the car just had more brute power than traction even with the low-profile tires.
Our best run netted zero to 30, 45, and 60 mph in a wheelspinning, rubber-burning 3. Keeping
our foot on the floorboard sent the optimistic speedometer past the mph mark into the
never-never area on the round, easy-to-read dial. Our fifth-wheel Weston electric speedometer
gave us a more realistic reading of an honest mph. We feel it would've gone even higher if we'd
had more room. We used rpm as our red line, since the engine flattened out considerably at Our
test car had the standard 3. Some mild mental gyrations suggest that a similar car, equipped
with butyl rubber tires for the street or racing slicks would lower our acceleration times quite a
bit. Zero to 60 mph averaged 5. There's more to performance than just brute horsepower. Our
test car, the one with the stiffer suspension, had a just about-right feeling under most driving
conditions. Cornering felt stable without excessive body lean or understeer, the G. Really hard
cornering caused the carburetor to flood, with a subsequent loss of power, but this happened
only during extremely fast cornering. The car had good balance and that tremendous amount of
reserve power that would blast it out of any turn in good order. Cautious cornering was
necessary, however, because a quick punch at the accelerator in any gear except fourth would
break the rear wheels loose and send the back end of the car into a drift. Dirt roads could be
drifted at 50 mph with good control, but lots of wheel-spinning was required when coming out
of a turn. Pontiac offers even quicker steering as an option and fast drivers will find it an
interesting addition to their G. The car offered good traction when the power was fed in with a
light foot, but in first or 2nd, it'd break loose quickly regardless of the surface when provoked,
even with four passengers aboard on dry pavement. Everything about the G. The steering wheel
was low enough to see over, yet high enough to slip in under easily. Its relationship to the
comfortable bucket seat was good, and even long drives didn't find us squirming around for a
more comfortable position. The buckets gave reasonably good support to legs, hips, and back.
The optional power seat allows an infinite number of positions that should suit everyone. Even
the rear bench seat had adequate leg room for two people. Pontiac isn't trying to fool anyone
â€” they honestly call their convertible a four-passenger automobile. That it is, and a
comfortable one, too. Out on the highway, our Tempest was a quiet, relaxing car to drive, except
for one very annoying point. The small piece of plastic that covers the gearshift lever opening in
the console is spring loaded. Ours made a terrible squeaking noise in tune with the gearshift
lever's vibrations. We used heavy grease to quiet it down during our test, but only as a stopgap
to retain our sanity. A simple rubber piece would solve this annoying problem on an otherwise
quiet car. The firm suspension gave our Tempest a feeling of honest control. It didn't oscillate
up and down when passing over highway irregularities, and even harsh dips didn't bottom the
front end. For really fast driving, it could be even stiffer and there's that option, too , but as it
was, the G. Last year, our Tempest's brakes came in for quite a bit of criticism by requiring
more distance for a stop from 60 mph than any other car tested. Tempest has corrected this
with bigger, 9. They felt adequate during normal driving, yet heated up and showed
considerable fade after half a dozen high-speed stops, but recovered fairly quickly. Our braking
tests measured stops from 30 and 60 mph at 42 and feet. Distances weren't outstanding, but a
reduction of 31 feet is a big improvement in anyone's book. We're always for better brakes. Now
let's take a look at economy. Economy can't be measured in gas mileage alone. The car uses a

big, powerful engine that loafs under all but the hardest driving conditions. It's rarely strained,
even during high-speed cruising. Our test car gave reasonable mileage, with a low of 10 mpg
around town in heavy traffic and a high of We realize the G. But there are other Tempest models.
A two-door coupe, four-door sedan, and station wagon two-seat model are offered in the lower
two series, with a convertible in the middle series. The Le Mans offers three two-door models, a
coupe and convertible, plus the recently announced hardtop. The G. A new-for-Tempest,
six-cylinder, inline engine is standard equipment. It's a cubic-inch unit that puts out horses and
is similar to other GM designs. It has ball-mounted rocker arms, wedge-shaped combustion
chambers, and a valvetrain similar to the big Pontiac V-8's. The optional cubic inch V-8 comes
in a hp version, with a two-barrel carb and an appetite for regular gas, or a hp, four-barrel-carb
option that demands premium. Both the hp V-8 and the Six have 8. Gone are the Tempest's
rear-mounted transaxle and curved driveshaft. In its place is a more conventional layout of
engine and transmission up front on a inch-wheelbase perimeter frame and welded steel body
construction, just like other GM intermediates. It completely changes the handling of the car-for
the better, we feel. Front suspension uses phenolic Teflon-lined housing for the upper ball
joints and metal-to-metal, pre-lubed housing for lower joints. Lube periods are 12, miles or one
year. Our G. Tempest was quite a car. Not only did it have gobs of brute horsepower, but it
looked well built and had a luxurious, comfortable, all-vinyl interior. In addition, it rode and
handled as a high-performance car should. It was controllable and gave us a feeling of safety
under most conditions, although it would require special care and handling when the road's wet
or icy. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Bob McVay writers. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Most knowledgeable enthusiasts reacted negatively when Pontiac announced
that their new Tempest sports model was to be called the GTO. They felt, as we did, that Pontiac
was swiping a name to which it had no right. Our first look at the car made us feel a little better,
because it is handsome, and then we got a call from correspondent Roger Proulx, raving about
the car's acceleration and handling, so we arranged to test a Pontiac Tempest GTO. This was
the most exhaustive and thorough road test we have ever done. We used two nearly-identical
cars, the differences being that one car had the shorter-ratio manual steering while the other
had power; the manual steering car was also equipped with metallic brake linings. We drove our
two cars unmercifully. One was driven from Detroit to New York City, used for ten days by every
member of the staff, and then driven from New York to Daytona Beach, Florida, carrying the
managing editor, his wife, and three active children. This carâ€”the manual steering, metallic
brake versionâ€”was driven over miles. The other car was driven about We ran dozens of
acceleration tests on the two cars, plus many, many laps of the Daytona International
Raceway's tri-oval and road circuit. It was our original intention to borrow a Ferrari GTO and to
run the two against each other at Bridgehampton's road racing circuit and on the drag strip at
Westhampton. Unfortunately Grossman's Ferrari was tired from a season of racing, and was not
considered fast enough to really be a match for our Tempest. We then canvassed all the GTO
owners in this country and simply could not get one of those lucky gentlemen and the weather
to cooperate simultaneously. As a result, we drove two Ferrari GTO's, but we were never able
actually to run the Tempest against either one of them. Although it would have been great fun
and quite interesting to run the Ferrari racing car against Pontiac's similarly-named touring car,
our tests showed that there really was no effective basis for comparisonâ€”the Pontiac will beat
the Ferrari in a drag race, and the Ferrari will go around any American road circuit faster than
the stock Tempest GTO. We are positive, however, that a Tempest like ours, with the addition of
NASCAR road racing suspension, will take the measure of any Ferrari other than prototype
racing cars or the recently announced LM. We should also point out that our test car, with stock
suspension, metallic brakes and as-tested bhp engine will lap any U. Not bad for an actual
delivered price of dollars, wot? It was a shade over ten years ago that events in Detroit took a
turn for the better and started the trend that ultimately resulted in the Tempest GTO. At that
time, GM announced the Corvette. It was a funny car, hooted and jeered at by enthusiasts and
by-passed by the great unwashed in favor of its more understandable competitor, the
two-seater Thunderbird. From those humble beginnings with the late-fifties prompting of a
robust and growing imported car market , came a host of better, more interesting cars from
Detroit. The success of the Corvette and the sports-type Corvair Monza led the other GM
divisions to build similar cars, particularly in the B-O-P compact lines. Buick and Oldsmobile
leaned toward the concept of "Little Thunderbirds," cars with bucket seats and floor-mounted
shift levers, but little else of a sporting nature. Pontiac, God love 'em, went the hairy-chested
route and came up with our test car, the best American car we have ever driven, and probably
one of the five or six best cars in the world for the enthusiast driver. Obviously, personal
preference must come into play here. There are many of our readers who think that a Sprite is
the absolute epitome of grand touring, while others feel that no car should have a displacement

greater than cc. Add to these the purist who wouldn't drive an American car if his life depended
on it, and you have a pretty fair-sized body of opposition. We respect their differing opinions
and will defend to the death their right to express them, but we will stand or fall on our
enthusiasm for the Tempest GTO. In we were a bit stunned by a Mercury Marauder that had
cubic inches, horsepower, good handling, and performance that, to us, was absolutely
breathtaking. The Tempest GTO is better. First of all, its smaller outside dimensions make it a
lot more fun to drive; and, second, it goes faster. Our test car was equipped with the cubic-inch,
horsepower, V-8 engine with hydraulic valve lifters and a compression ratio of The rear axle
ratio was 3. The car had standard Tempest GTO suspension slightly stiffer valving in the shocks
and manual steering with an overall ratio of 20 to 1, substantially faster than the standard
manual steering ratio of 26 to 1, but slower than the power steering's 17 to 1. We preferred the
power steering-not because the manual set-up was too stiff, but because it still wasn't quite fast
enough. A word of caution here: Pontiac is forced by the realities of commerce to build cars for
little old ladies and GM executives as well as enthusiasts. It is quite possible to go to your
dealer's for a demonstration drive and find yourself in a GTO of infinite dullness-an
automatic-transmission-, power-operated-seat-, tinted-window-car with little to distinguish it
from a Chevelle, a Buick Special, an Olds F85, or any other semi-visible American car. The GTO
that delights the executive from the fourteenth floor of Detroit's General Motors Building is not
going to be the rabid enthusiast's dish of tea. To buy a car like our test car you should either get
hold of a catalog and memorize the options you want, or seek out a livewire dealership like
Royal Pontiac in Royal Oak, Michigan, the firm that loaned us our GTO. Royal is run by a man
named Ace Wilson, who must be what regional sales managers ask Santa Claus to bring them
for Christmas. His dealership is big and bright, with clean modern architecture and a whole staff
of knowledgeable salesmen and mechanics. Royal is Pontiac performance headquarters, and a
Royal license plate frame on your GTO or Grand Prix is enough to send teenagers into orbit
anywhere in the United States. Royal even has its own line of accessories and speed
equipment, certain combinations of which give the proud GTO or Catalina owner the right to call
his car a Royal Bobcat, and to fit it with small black and white emblems to that effect. Our test
cars were Bobcats. This means that they were basically stock Tempest GTO's with the following
changes:. The main jets were changed to. Normally, the center carburetor runs lean. The Royal
treatment gives a more even mixture distribution at a slight increase in steady-speed gas
consumption. A progressive-action throttle linkage is installed to calm the beast down for
boulevard use; it's also more accurate than the stock linkage. This makes a tremendous
improvement in low-end response i. The heat riser is blocked off, a special thin head gasket
from the Super-Duty engine is installed and still more compression is gained by installing
Champion J-I0Y plugs without gaskets. Finally, special fiber-insert rocker arm retaining
locknuts are installed which permit the hydraulic lifters to function as a solid lifter-operating at
90 percent bleed-down. As you can see, these changes are neither extensive nor complicated,
and fall more into the area of maximum tuning than that of modification or "hopping up. The
only penalty we noticed was that the car would knock like twenty-five poltergeists at a seance
when anything but Sunoco premium fuel about octane was used. Were we to buy a GTO and
there's a good chance at least one of us will , our selection might go something like this. That's
a bargain. Unlike the Sting Ray, the GTO has only the ones on the hood, so we can say it could
be much, much worse. Our test car was a rich dark blue with black U. Royal Red Line tires and
very conservative wheel covers. There was nothing to give away the presence of the ferocious
beast concealed inside, and yet the car would draw admiring glances wherever it went. Whether
it was the car's restrained good looks or the threatening grumble from the four count 'em, four
shiny tail pipe extensions, we never learned. Once inside, everything seems to be just about
where you would have put it in a car of your own design. The optional steering wheel is
wood-looking plastic that had us completely conned. To our embarrassment, some smart aleck
who'd read the catalog pointed out our mistake and made us feel like General Motors had really
taken us. Wood or not, it's handsome as hell and an excellent piece of fakery. The instruments
are all well-placed and legible, except for the tachometer, which is terrible-it's too far to the right
to be glanced at during a hard run, and, worse, it's the wand type that sweeps horizontally
across a four-inch quadrant and is practically impossible to read anyway. The speedometer is
just slightly left of center in the panel and it has a typical degree clock-type face. The
transmission lever is nicely placed immediately next to the driver's thigh. It has the now famous
Hurst linkage which is amazingly short and unerringly accurate. The sports car driver's first
tendency is always to try to make the gate wider than it is, and the shift pattern more
complicated. After a little time in the car, however, the brutal simplicity of that great tree-trunk of
a lever begins to reassure you and you start throwing shifts with the same slam-bang abandon
as the drag racing types. Our photographer drove the car and commented that he was used to

driving imported cars and he had a hard time getting used to the extreme closeness of the
GTO's gate. The so-called bucket seats. That is to say they are not buckets at all, but actually
individual front seats with a modicum of lateral support. We'd like the car better if the seats
wrapped around farther and were more firmly constructed, but that's the breaks. In one way, the
softness is a good deal, because anybody who's a middleweight or bigger will compress the
seat cushion all the way anyway, and then it becomes quite satisfactory. Fore and aft
adjustment on the front seats is excellent provided you have the manual adjustmentâ€”the
power assisted system limits travel enough to preclude any kind of straight-arm driving
technique for would-be heroes. Rear-seat room is cramped for threeâ€”it is, strictly speaking, a
four seater. Driving this car is an experience no enthusiast should miss. Unfortunately, few
Pontiac dealers will have GTO demonstrators with the proper equipment on them, but if you can
get your hands on one like we tested, it's almost worth stealing it for a few minutes of
Omigod-we're-going-too-fast kind of automotive bliss. One expects the acceleration to be
spectacular in first and second, but none of us were ready for the awful
slamming-back-in-the-seat we got when we tromped on it at 80 in fourth. This car does what so
many others only talk aboutâ€”it really does combine brute, blasting performance with balance
and stability of a superior nature. The managing editor, for instance, was cruising through a
pitch black Florida night on a road that skirted the Atlantic. He was traveling at about ninety
when he got into a series of ess-bends marked for 45 mph-he found himself going in at about 75
and coming out at , so he choose 95 as a comfortable median and negotiated the entire series,
including bumps, camber changes and nasty, narrow little bridges without ever touching the
brakes or changing the position of his hands on the steering wheel. The car does not handle
particularly well in a mph right-angle turn because of its large size, but as the speed rises the
quality of the handling goes up by the square. Charlie Kolb helped us wring the cars out at
Daytona and he liked them so well that he wanted us to promote a team of them for the
kilometer Daytona Continental race in February. Lapping the track at Daytona with Kolb driving
was quite interesting because we were able to sit back and examine the car's behavior under
really extreme conditions. It was totally forgiving, and always stayed pointed. Its handling starts
as understeer at very low speeds, becomes neutral at moderately fast speeds, and
gradually-quite pleasantly in fact-becomes oversteer when pressed to its limit. Two staff
members managed to spin the car in the same mph corner, and both times the tail came out,
stayed out, and led the way off the road. It is, incidentally, a very pleasant car to go off the road
in, provided you don't catch a finger in the whirling spokes of the steering wheel. It rolls too
much and the steering, even with the to-1 ratio manual installed, is too slow. But what a road
car! The metallic brake linings pulled the car down from speeds as high as over and over again
without grabbing or pulling one way or the other. The car would vibrate viciously on the rough
banking at mph, but never showed any indication that the suspension was being overtaxed. We
didn't like the U. Royal Red Line tires on a car this powerful. We would like to have had Dunlop
SP's. We prefer belted tires in all high speed cruising situations, and we feel that a tire like the
SP, which has proved in rallying that it can hold up and give maximum stability under the
wildest power-input and wheelspin conditions, would be just right. An interesting sideline here
is that we got more miles per hour in the quarter mile with the Red Lines, while we got better
elapsed times with huge drag racing slicks. The times quoted in our data panel were obtained
with the standard tires and are spectacular enough, but when we ran the slicks we got down as
low as Now that's what we'd call pretty fair acceleration. It was only ten years ago that we were
all pretty impressed when a Cadillac Allard cut a second quarter at the Santa Ana Drag Strip. A
production Cobra won't go that fast. So, in winding this up, how do we classify this car relative
to other GT cars, and particularly to the car from which it stole its name? Therefore we are not
surprised that it will go around a road racing circuit several seconds faster than our Tempest
GTO. What does surprise us is that we found the Tempest GTO a better car, in some respects,
than most current production Ferraris. It is not as refined, the quality of the materials and the
workmanship is not as good, it feels bigger, and it is bigger, but cars are to drive, and when you
drive a Tempest GTO with the right options on it, you're driving a real automobile. Can Pontiac
help it if they're too dumb to know that a car can't go that fast without a prancing horse decal on
the side? New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs
Detailed. From the March Issue of Car and Driver. More Speed. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. Motor Trend's
50th anniversary celebration continues this month with a look back at our first encounter with
the original American Musclecar, Pontiac's '64 Tempest GTO. Check out key happenings that
took place in August during the past half century and revisit , the year Carroll Shelby created a

hot V-8 version of Dodge 's midsize Dakota pickup, and we got our first drive in the Corvette ZR
Plus, you'll discover some of the earliest European car ads that appeared in MT, and you'll learn
who drove the first rear-engine car to victory in a major U. Be sure to pick up next month's
issue, our gala 50th anniversary special, with 75 extra pages of fast cars, crazed people, and
untold stories. This year, they've gone one better. GTO Tempests use a special camshaft and
valve lifters, while the The "" engine isn't the only thing that makes a Tempest into a GTO.
Pontiac has wisely made this a complete performance package by including such goodies as
stiffer suspension with specially valved shock absorbers, dual exhaust, and special 14x6-inch
wheels fitted with red-stripe premium nylon cord low-profile tires. Our best run netted zero to
30, 45, and 60 mph in a wheel-spinning, rubber-burning 3. The hot Tempest turned the quarter
mile in Keeping your foot on the floorboard sends the optimistic speedometer past the mph
mark into the never-never area on the dial even though the true top speed is only Gone are the
Tempest's rear-mounted transaxle and curved driveshaft. In their place is a more conventional
layout of engine and transmission up front. Cornering felt stable without excessive body lean or
understeer. The car had good balance and a tremendous amount of reserve power that would
blast the car out of any turn in good order. Cautious cornering was necessary, however,
because a quick punch at the accelerator in any gear except fourth would break the rear wheels
loose and send the back end into a drift. Our GTO Tempest was quite a car. Not only did it have
gobs of brute horsepower, but looked well built and had luxurious, comfortable, all-vinyl
interior. In addition, it rode and handled as a high-performance car should. The Mazda Miata
also appeared in '89 and would go on to be one of the only successful sports cars of the '90s.
By '89, carburetors were nearly gone and the talk of the automotive world was sequential fuel
injection and high revving, overhead cam engines. The Euro Invasion BeginsJapanese marques
have owned the lion's share of import auto sales in America for the better part of three decades;
but back in the '50s, it was a host of noble Europeans who pioneered those first transoceanic
marketing efforts. That's not a misprint in the M-B ad, by the way. At the time, Mercedes had an
exclusive U. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Motor Trend Staff Words. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The Pontiac Tempest is an automobile that was produced by
Pontiac from to , and again from to The Tempest was introduced as an entry-level compact in
October at the Paris Auto Show for the model year. The line offered the optional LeMans trim
upgrade, beginning with a few LeMans coupes and adding a performance aspect in GTO was an
option on the LeMans in and The GTO was subsequently split off as its own model line in In
Canada, Pontiac also marketed a rebadged version of the compact L-body Chevrolet Corsica
under the name Tempest from to The genesis of the Tempest began when the Pontiac division
wanted an entry into the compact market following the success of the Chevrolet Corvair; the
division wanted to produce a clone of the Corvair but instead GM gave Pontiac the green light to
manufacture a new creation. DeLorean , Pontiac's chief engineer and general manager, went to
work on a unique car that would meld components GM already produced. Despite sharing some
sheet metal with the Oldsmobile F, the first-generation Tempest had several unique features
that made it stand apart from the other compact GM cars. Use of the torque-tube was the result
of being forced to use the Corvair floorpan which, being a rear engine platform, had no
transmission tunnel. For automatic cars, the shaft was 0. This joined the forward engine and the
rear transaxle therefore no transmission hump into a single unit, helping to reduce vibration.
This, along with a four-wheel independent suspension, helped make the Tempest a
nimble-handling car for the era. The Trophy 4 four-cylinder engine was promoted for its
economy, but Pontiac also saved money on its assembly: Because it was based on the right
cylinder bank of the Pontiac V8 engine, both engines could be built on the same assembly line.
There were three versions of the Trophy 4: An economy version with a relatively low 8. Popular
Mechanics reported fuel economy of The Trophy 4 engine was generally reliable, but could be
harsh when it was out of tune, due to its inherent lack of secondary balance and absence of
balancer shafts. The Tempest was offered with quite a few options such as air conditioning,
transistor radios, windshield washers, a parking brake warning light, padded safety dash,
child-proof door locks, and dealer-installed seat belts, as such restraints were not yet Federally
required at the Tempest's introduction. Both Buick and Oldsmobile had standardized their
Y-body cars on an odd 9. This arrangement was also not used by other General Motors cars at
the time. Along with the Trophy 4 engine line another optional engine for the Tempest in and
was the innovative aluminum Buick-built cubic inch 3. The engine blocks used for V8 engines
installed in Tempest models were distinct from V8 engine blocks used in other models because,
in addition to Buick factory markings, they were also hand-stamped at the Pontiac plant with the
Vehicle Identification Numbers of the individual vehicles that they were installed in. Thus, in , all
Pontiac engine blocks begin with "P"; for the stamping began with "P". Further code numbers
indicated the car's transmission manual or automatic. In , the transmission choices were a

three-speed column-shifted manual with a non-synchronized first gear, or a two-speed
automatic transaxle controlled by a small lever to the right of the ignition switch on the
instrument panel. Called TempesTorque in company literature but unmarked on the unit itself
until , it was similar in concept to the Chevrolet Powerglide automatic transmission used on the
Chevrolet Corvair , though few parts overlapped. For , a floor-mounted, fully synchronized
four-speed manual transmission became available. At its introduction, the Tempest was only
available as a four-door pillared sedan and as a station wagon that, like other Pontiac station
wagons of the time, had the name Safari added to it. A pair of two-door coupes one of which
was named LeMans were added at the end of , both in the body style. For the model year there
were four Tempest models available: a sedan, a coupe, a station wagon, and a convertible.
Customers wanting something fancier could opt for the LeMans trim package upgrade, which
featured front bucket seats. Tempest LeMans models were available with either the coupe or the
convertible; there was no LeMans sedan or station wagon. And although Oldsmobile and Buick
offered pillarless hardtops on the Cutlass and Skylark respectively, Pontiac did not offer a
pillarless hardtop LeMans model. In , the LeMans became a separate series; its sales were
nearly 50 percent of combined Tempest and Le Mans production. These new models featured a
redesigned transaxle that improved handling, as well as a high-performance option that was
much more powerful than the rarely-ordered V8. This new V8 option for was Pontiac's cubic
inch 5. A new version of the automatic transmission now officially stamped TempesTorque on
the case was redesigned to handle the new V8's additional torque. The four-speed manual
transmission had not been redesigned, and very few V8-equipped Tempest models were built
with this transmission. The three-speed manual transmission remained available for all engines.
The actual displacement was cubic inches, but according to lore, since General Motors
management edict declared that no GM compact was allowed to have an engine that was larger
than the Chevrolet Corvette V8, the advertised displacement for the Tempest V8 was cubic
inches. However, for , the engine's displacement was adjusted so that it actually was cubic
inches, making the " V8" a single-year engine. Performance with a powered Tempest was strong
enough that Car Life magazine wrote "No one will wonder why they didn't use the The V8 option
proved popular: 52 percent of the , Tempests and LeMans models sold in the model year were
ordered with it. Shrewsberry still owns his car and it is still equipped with Pontiac's
"Powershift" transaxle as retrofitted later in the season. Developed specifically for the Super
Duty model, this was essentially two Chevrolet Powerglide automatics in a single four-speed
unit, allowing clutchless shifting in much the same manner as modern drag racing
transmissions do. The unibody, curved driveshaft and transaxle were gone, replaced by a
traditional front engine, front transmission, body-on-frame, and solid rear axle design used by
all of GM's other cars but the Corvette and Corvair. This six was basically a smaller bore 3. This
is one of the earliest "Corporate Engine" arrangements General Motors utilized. Transmissions
included a standard three-speed manual with column shift, four-speed manual with
floor-mounted Hurst shifter or a two-speed automatic; the latter was a version of Buick's Super
Turbine Unlike other Tempests, the GTO was available as a pillarless hardtop coupe. Both cars
would enjoy success and join Chevrolet's Chevelle SS in GM's effort to capitalize on the
exploding muscle car era. Styling changes included a new split grille with vertical headlights
similar to the larger Pontiacs, revised taillights and a more slanted rear deck. A two-door
hardtop coupe was added to the Tempest Custom line, while the Le Mans got a four-door sedan
with a plush interior done in Preston Cloth trim similar to the full-sized Bonneville Brougham. A
major facelift was made on the Tempest that included more rounded bodylines with a
Coke-bottle effect similar to the full-sized Pontiacs. New four-door pillarless hardtop sedans
were added to the Tempest Custom line. This was also the first American-built engine to use a
belt to time the camshaft to the crankshaft rather than a chain. Only minor changes were made
to the Tempest, Custom and Le Mans models. The cu in V8's remained unchanged. Front disc
brakes were a new option along with a stereo 8-track tape player and hood-mounted
tachometer. All Pontiacs got GM's safety package, mandated by Federal law, which included a
dual-circuit braking system, energy absorbing steering column, wheel, and interior, shoulder
belt anchors, four-way hazard flashers, and a new directional signal control that could be
"flicked" for lane changes. A completely restyled Tempest was introduced for with streamlined
Coke bottle styling , concealed windshield wipers, and a return to horizontal headlights. The
same lineup of models including the base Tempest, Tempest Custom and Le Mans continued as
in previous years. Other than elimination of vent windows on hardtop coupes, styling only
received minor revisions for , when the Tempest Custom was renamed the Custom S for this
one year. However, model offerings were the same as A new three-speed Turbo Hydra-matic
automatic transmission was introduced and available with all engines as an alternative to the
older two-speed. Engine offerings were the same as before except for the HO V8 engine gaining

five-horsepower to A new locking steering column with relocated ignition switch was
introduced and front seat headrests became standard equipment. Minor styling revisions, that
included a new front grille treatment, highlighted the Tempest, which would be the final year for
the nameplate in the U. Initially, the line was down to just two- and four-door sedans but
expanded at mid-year with the introduction of the low-priced T hardtop coupe, billed as GM's
lowest-priced hardtop coupe. The Tempest nameplate was phased out after the model year. For
, it would be replaced by a new T series that included each of the three bodystyles offered on
the Tempest and T Pontiac marketed a rebadged version of the compact L-body Chevrolet
Corsica as Tempest, for Canada and Israel only, beginning in model year Discontinued in , the
Tempest was replaced with the Grand Am sedan. Corsica LTZ The main differences that
separates the Tempest from its L-Body twin are different grille, emblems and taillights the
taillights were later adopted as the U. Corsica's taillights. The only other differences were wheel
options, DRLs and a metric instrument cluster. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Automobile manufactured by Pontiac. Motor vehicle. This article possibly contains original
research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements
consisting only of original research should be removed. January Learn how and when to
remove this template message. Main article: Chevrolet Corsica. Archived from the original on
Retrieved April 9, The New York Times. Kelly Hearst Magazines. January June Models which
were exclusive to Canada. Pontiac vehicles. A division of General Motors , â€” Aztek Sunrunner
Torrent. Montana Trans Sport. Category Commons. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles that may contain original
research from January All articles that may contain original research All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from May Commons category link from
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pontiac Tempest. Ventura II. Custom S. Grand Am.
Strato Chief. Pathfinder Deluxe. Super Chief. Catalina Brougham. Parisienne Brougham. Star
Chief. Star Chief Executive. Grand Ville. Grand Ville Brougham. Bonneville Brougham. Station
wagon. Personal luxury. Grand Prix. Muscle car. Grand tourer. Mid-size crossover. Compact
SUV. Compact MPV. Montana SV6. There are so many things to love and hate about General
Motors, but what everyone can easily agree on is that they did the world a great favor with the
introduction of the Pontiac brand. It all started in when the Pontiac Six rolled off the assembly
line and into a sea of positive receptions. Since then, Pontiac has been virtually unstoppable.
Today, even though GM laid Pontiac to rest in , the brand is still fondly remembered by fans
worldwide for the many iconic car models it gave the industry and how it was pivotal in shaping
the muscle car segment. Here are 15 surprising facts about that legendary car. This bold step
proved to be one of the best decisions these guys have ever made. Back in , all Pontiac engines
were the same fit regardless of differences in displacement. This allowed the Pontiac engineers
to fit that big V8 inside the then-new Tempest, officially turning it into the first GTO model. The
GTO made its first appearance as a trim option with the Tempest. Upon its release, and with a
very effective marketing campaign, the standard Tempest model was largely overshadowed by
its GTO option. The car captivated interest, and prompted other automakers to join in on the
fun. Boy, was he wrong. One of the many things that brought the Pontiac GTO into attention is
the fact that it achieved what was thought to be impossible: it was faster than the Corvette. A
tri-power option on the GTO allowed it to go a quarter mile in Pontiac knew it had to go all out
on its GTO offering. Instead of offering a regular coupe, Pontiac offered the GTO as a coupe,
hardtop, and convertible. Not counting the Oldsmobile, which took the world by storm with its
V8 engine, the Pontiac GTO kick-started the muscle car industry and prompted other
manufacturers to up their game to match up with the GTO's. Not all of them succeeded, but this
competition initiated the start of the muscle era. The GTO was a rule breaker, but every detail
about this awesome car is totally worth it. The GTO came with a 6. It was also available with
manual or automatic transmission. The year was , and it looked like magic was happening all
around. When the Pontiac GTO was making waves with its mind blowing success in the first
year of release, the iconic Ford Mustang was in the last stages of development, getting ready to
come out and dazzle car enthusiasts everywhere. It was time for the GTO to become its own car.
The Pontiac GTO stood strongly on its own with a solid reputation and high sales numbers.
Later, in , there was an attempt to bring back the GTO, but it ended quickly in upon receiving
mostly negative reactions. Chris is a proficient reader and writer. Cars are his passion. By Chris
Flynn Published Feb 13, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Related Topics Cars And Trucks.
Chris Flynn Articles Published Chris is a proficient reader and writer. How Tall Is Rami Malek?
Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? A Pontiac GTO! Pontiac wasn't the first car company to drop a big motor in

a mid-sized ca It is powered by Dealership Showcased. This is a very nice and original numbers
matching Pontiac GTO convertible with tri-power and a Contact Seller. Auction Showcased.
Auction Vehicle. Our local customer owned this car since Just up for sale! Some of the pictures
that you see on line are t This GTO This stunning classic comes in Refine Search? Also be sure
to view results in. The car underwent a nut-and-bolt restoration where the color was changed
from theoriginal Beige to its current Spiral Gray Metallicover a refreshed interior. Equipped with
power brakes and power steering, this GTO is now offered with PHS documentation, records,
receipts for the build, and a clean Oklahoma title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. The
GTO was an option package in , available with the 2 door coupe, hardtop, and convertible
styles. The original 6-cylinder has been replaced with a late-model GTO 6. This one features
power brakes, power steering and a power top. And for those hot days, just click on the added
air conditioning to cool things down. Under-hood is neat and tidy. The exterior teal on black
interior looks great, as do the radial tires with aluminum alloy wheels and seat belts. There are
miles on this vehicle from the rebuild of the engine. Gateway Classic Cars has not checked the
condition mechanical or structural , mileage or authenticity of this vehicle and is relying on the
information provided by the seller. Are you ready to sell your classic, exotic, or special interest
vehicle? Gateway Classic Cars is your premier consignment company! Selling your car has
never been easier thanks to Gateway Classic Cars. You retain ownership and title of the vehicle
until we sell it! Your vehicle receives a professional photo shoot of up to pictures and a video
presenting your vehicle plus a professional write-up and featured on our extended advertising
network. It is best to inquire prior to purchase to assure the advertised vehicle is not already
sold. Sales tax, title, license, registration, document fee, finance charges, and SMOG testing
fees are in addition to the final purchase price. Buyer is responsible for said fees. Visit eBay
Store. Full size photos. Teal Pontiac Tempest coupe convertible 6. Stock :. Vehicle Description.
Vehicle Warranty. This Vehicle is owned by the Company, however, the Company is not making
any representations as to the condition, authenticity, mileage or originality of this vehicle. The
Company is not issuing any warranties, verbal or written and is not responsible for any
omissions or errors in advertising. The Company is not a certified mechanic or appraiser.
Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call
the dealer at General Terms. Having a third party inspection and addressing any concerns is
recommended prior to purchase. It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser to verify all
options, accessories, and vehicle condition before time of sale. Any concerns will not be
addressed post sale. A deposit is a commitment to purchase and is applied towards the
purchase price. The commitment to purchase is not contingent upon inspection, financing, or
any other terms. Full payment is required within 7 days of offer acceptance, unless other
arrangements are agreed to in writing. PayPal is not accepted. Fees and Taxes. Set an alert to
be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an
Alert? This Pontiac Tempest T gives you the classic hardtop profile you love, and it adds in
some Dealership Showcased. The Pontiac Tempest changed a lot through the course of its year
run from to It start This is a 65 Lemans roller. Orginal black V8. Car would be a great candidate
for a GTO conversi Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile
consignment dealerships in the wor Private Seller. Less than 20K since restoration. Chevy cr
This a nice example of a Tempest Convertible. This is a local owner Pontiac since and run
Contact Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently
tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept
under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered
with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This
Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it
1997 ford ranger exhaust
2005 vtx1300r
2013 mustang owners manual

is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.

